In recent years, there have been a variety of attempts in research and industry to solve various problems by using the non-contact detection and interpretation possibilities of computer vision, as one image offers the floor to analyse different causes and sources in parallel. It is logical to apply an integrated approach via image and video not only to venture into new and innovative fields, but also to optimize and improve existing solutions with other sensors and to solve contemporary problems. In this paper, we will deal with the integrated approach for optimizing and improving fire detection. The detection path is going to be solely based on the colour features of household fires in addition to a colour independent feature of fire that owes to enhance the detection result. The end goal is to achieve real time fire detection and obtain a low false positive rate.
Introduction
Traditional fire detection devices and systems are based on various technologies. These are mainly simple systems using gas sensors that measure e.g. the concentration of carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide and other combustion gases in a room (used as flammable gas detectors or smoke detectors), systems that detect a surge in temperature, and optical/photoelectrical smoke detectors that work on the basis of light scattering principal (Tyndall scattering [16] ). The optical detectors are best used in places where cold smoke is expected as a product of a fire. Since cameras are widely used for surveillance, it is therefore convenient to integrate image analysis methods for smoke and fire detection into the camera surveillance system. Through such video fire detection (VFD), fires can be detected outside confined places and from far distances, what temperature and smoke detectors fail to do [10] . Following visual features can be used to assist the VFD: Chen et al [11] filter out the typical red, orange or yellow tones of a fire in a RGB colour model (red, green, blue) as well as in the HSI colour model (hue, saturation, intensity) in order to use these in the classification process [11, 13] . In addition to colour tones, the brightness and saturation of the flames could also be filtered out [3] . Celik et al. [14] apply fuzzy logic, in order to increase the accuracy and stability of the colour detection. These methods for analysing colours use one frame (image) as input and therefore tend to accept a high error rate. In order to include a multi frame analysis, the time aspect has to be taken into consideration. Treyin et al. [13] use the fact that fire, independent of the material, flickers with a frequency of 10 Hz [2, 12] . They constructed a hidden Markov model using training videos of different fires. This model carries out a colour tone classification on every pixel according to its timely variance. Marbach et al. [4] use a recursive formula for approximating the mean variance of brightness with respect to time in order to find the region with high flickering. As an alternative, the timely colour variance of a pixel could be captured as a 1D signal and analysed using Wavelets [15, 12] . Moreover, Xu et al. [15] have pointed out that the fractal characteristic of the flame contour and "Self-Similarity-Coefficient" can [5] be used for the classification. Further, the contour of the flame is mostly craggy and undergoes fast and short fluctuations. These features are analysed using Vinicius et al.'s shape descriptors [8] . Liu et al. [1] represent the flame contour in the form of Fourier coefficients and generate a static model in order to detect the fire.
Methodology
The VFD methodology introduced in this paper uses iteratively several ways that have been introduced above with a special focus on colours variance analysis in the fire characteristical bounding box. The detection is initiated by a colour based foreground extraction method to localize regions with fire typical colours. The next step is to examine those regions on the basis of their colour variance. The aim of this step is to exclude the regions that have a relatively homogeneous colour, which is not a common fire feature. The final examination procedures concentrate on the fire suspected regions (FSR) and will go beyond a single frame analysis into a video/framestream analysis. This will be done by examining the FSRs on the basis of their bounding box area variance between frames, and thus utilising the flickering feature of fire mentioned in [2, 12] .
Segmenting Fire Similar Colours
After examining a large selection of solutions on the subject of fire detection, and evaluating their fire segmentation techniques, we came to the conclusion that there are mainly two major characteristics of fire at home. The first feature is the distinctive reddish colour of fire that differentiates it generally from most of its surrounding. The second feature is either the saturation or the luminance (lightness) of fire, which increases as a fire spreads and can be used as confirmation. Thus a combination for segmentation using the RGB values and the HSI (hue, saturation, intensity) values of the respective colour spaces as mentioned in [9] was clearly a less time consuming and acceptable choice. This pixel per pixel segmentation is based on the following rules:
In the rules above, R is the red, G is the green and B is the blue pixel RGB values, where S is the Saturation value in the HSV colour space. Rt and St are the red and saturation thresholds respectively, which are determined according to the environment the detection will occur in.
Colour Variance Examination
The method of segmenting fire colours is promising yet not sufficient enough, as any texture or surface can have a colour that might be positively evaluated according to eq1. The colour variance examination as a following step is derived from the assumption that a certain inhomogeneity of colour distribution can be detected in a fire region along with the burning object. Bearing in mind that we are detecting household fires and not fires with a chemical origin, the centre of this specific region will be mostly bright yellow and the colour turning into darker orange when moving towards the surface as a consequence of the physical and chemical nature of the burning components that can be usually found here. The approach is to calculate the variance value of the suspected fire region, from which we obtain an RGB variance ( Figures 5 and 4) . The calculation is based on the standard deviation equation (eq2).
The variance of each colour in the RGB space of the colour similar regions extracted by the rules above whereas N is the amount of pixels inside these regions:
The evaluation of the values that are typical for household fires has been achieved after various examinations on different test videos with a variety of fire scenarios. Several steps have been used in a teach-in phase (offline) to determine the variance thresholds manually upon which burning materials in a fire suspected region can be confirmed (above that threshold) or dismissed (below that threshold). The variance threshold consists of a triplet representing the thresholds in the three colours of the RGB space. These in the teach-in phase obtained values are then used as templates for the online detection process. The following table represents the experimentally obtained threshold triplet which lies in the presented intervals. This offline methodology can be also applied to achieve variations of other characteristical variance threshold triplets that might be more accurate due to the materials and environment. 
Area Variance Examining
The last step is based on the non-colour based feature of fire, i.e. the fast and short fluctuations of a fire region [12] . This analysis is introduced in order to add an element that is unrelated to the features used by the previous examination methods. This colour independent verification increases the reliability of the detection system decreasing the false true rate. The methodology of this step is to start by indexing all regions which have still not been excluded by the colour variance examination. The calculation using eq 6 begins after each consecutive frame is acquired, since eq 6 needs a pair of regions perform the calculation.
The area variance ( ) of each examined region will be then registered as a significant change if it attains another experimentally obtained − ℎ ℎ . The characteristic flickering of fire [12] will lead to a high amount of significant for an examined region. For the sake of our examination, the flickering feature means that an examined region is likely to be a burning spot when the area change frequency of an examined region reaches the value of 10 Hz [12] .
Results
The implementation of the described methodology was finally tested on a total of nine test videos, where the results of 11 videos depicting a staged fire in a confined place and five live video stream detections on a staged fire using the camera of an ASUS Xtion Live. Table 1 illustrates the results of the detection tests done on the following:
• Test Videos 1. The fire in test videos 1 (1.1-1.7) were set by insinuating an e.g. electrical short cut. The result figure 1 shows a bounding box that illustrates the detection of the fire in one of these videos, as well as its approximate location. Figure 1 . Fire detection of a staged fire in living room [6] Test videos 2 (2.1-2.5) depict a fire as a product of forgetting of a cooking tool containing a fat based ingredient such as oil or butter, which is a very frequent household accident scenario since unattended cooking is by far the leading contributing factor [7] . This staged fire also has the characteristics of spreading very fast, in addition to producing much less smoke/vapour than boil water for in-stance. The result Figure 2 also shows a bounding box that illustrates the detection of the fire in one of these videos, as well as its approximate location: Figure 2 . Fire detection of a staged fire in a Kitchen [6] Test videos 3 (3.1-3.6) were test videos captured in the laboratory using our own equipment. These tests were done while running the implemented methodology and using the camera of an ASUS Xtion Live as an input hardware. For all test mentioned above, we let a colour variance graph of the examined regions be plotted in order to visualize the differences between a region with high fire probability (Figure 4) , and a region with low fire probability ( Figure 5 ). 
Conclusion
The solution presented in this paper is a contribution to the video fire detection field. The chosen path includes knowledge gained from prior research [1, 9, 11, 12, 16, 17] , as well as an innovative approach for obtaining a better decision while analysing fire suspected regions. Through a colour variance analysis based on offline experimentally gained templates that are dedicated to specific environments, it is intended to exclude patterns that lack the colour complexion of fire, while the area analysis uses a colour independent fire feature to increase the accuracy of the detection. This solution is intended to serve as a module that can be easily integrated into a wider and more complex detection system. The aim of the system will be to ensure the safety and security of an infrastructure and most important, of people.
